Leveling the playing field for all hunters by allowing for a one buck only harvest tag regardless of your weapon choice.

Opportunities, fairness, and quality of the hunt are all factors considered when assessing the deer hunt. Our state has traditional bow, compound bow, crossbow, firearms, and muzzleloader hunters. We have public, private, ag-land, and woodland hunters. Everyone has his opinion about what a quality hunt is, which weapon or season is more or less fair and who has more or less opportunity than the other. Rather than restructure the traditional WI deer season to help create opportunity, why not level the playing field. Imagine what would happen if no matter the weapon or season you were only allowed one buck tag only? Would meat hunters suffer from only being able to put one buck in the freezer? Would the “gotta get a buck” hunter suffer from only shooting one buck? Would the trophy hunter suffer from only getting one record class buck on the wall? Imagine the opportunities whether you were a private land hunter or public land hunter if you were only allowed one buck. Maybe, just maybe, that 2nd buck that would have filled tag #2 would walk past a first time hunter. That’s how opportunities are made for more hunters.

Would you support the Conservation Congress working with State Legislative to create more opportunities for all hunters by limiting hunters to one buck only per year regardless of weapon or season.
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Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin’s Open Records law [ss. 19.31–19.39, Wis. Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will only be used by the Department for administrative purposes.

Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.